
The attack surface is expanding, cybercriminals are ever more  
innovative — and they’re going right after businesses like yours.  
Small and mid-sized businesses are prime targets because many  
have less mature cybersecurity programs and fewer resources to 
effectively repel ransomware, denial of service (DoS), distributed 
denial of service (DDoS), man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, and more. 
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SOLUTION BRIEF

In fact, 43% of all cyberattacks target 
small businesses, with 68% reporting 
a cyberattack in the last 12 months 
(Verizon).  For a small or mid-sized 
business, economic recovery from 
a major breach can be catastrophic 
after tallying the costs of stolen 
customer data, erosion of customer 
trust, lost business, and compliance 
violations. The average cost of a non-
compliance event alone exceeds $14 
million in the U.S. Without a doubt, 
smaller businesses must find effective 
ways of consolidating the costs of 
acquiring and running vulnerability 
management (VM) and compliance 
programs, without sacrificing security.
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Enterprise-Grade Security Packaged for a Smaller Business 
With Qualys VMDR TruRisk, Qualys is helping small and mid-sized companies keep the core business safe from 
elevated cyber risks, without breaking the bank or diverting human capital from serving customers. Qualys VMDR 
TruRisk lets organizations scale a small security team to support a comprehensive enterprise-grade VM program — 
including integrated patch management and endpoint detection and response (EDR) in one dashboard.  

  

VMDR TruRisk Packages for Small to Mid-Sized Companies:    
VMDR TruRisk is available in three packages, allowing small to mid-sized customers to optionally add remediation 
(Patch Management) capabilities with VMDR TruRisk FixIT and endpoint detection and response (Multi-Vector EDR) 
capabilities with VMDR TruRisk ProtectIT.      

Qualys VMDR TruRisk 
Controls VM & 
Compliance with  
One Dashboard 

LOW TCO WITH FLEXIBLE PRICING

Easy to deploy with no hardware to buy or 
manage. Updates are automatically done in 
the cloud.   

AUTOMATED VULNERABILITY 
ASSESSMENT AND REMEDIATION

Auto-detect vulnerabilities in real time.  
FixIT add on provides remediation and  
patch vulnerabilities up to 40% faster than  
other solutions. 

Qualys VMDR TruRisk Capabilities and Benefits  
(Powered by VMDR and CyberSecurity Attack Surface Management with External Attack Surface Management) 

RANSOMWARE PROTECTION

Automatically block malware and 
ransomware infections with  
optional ProtectIT. 

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT

Achieve compliance and stay compliant.  
VMDR TruRisk offers templated reports and 
compliance controls for all major compliance 
and regulatory directives, including PCI, 
HIPAA, CIS, and more. 

https://www.qualys.com/apps/patch-management/
https://www.qualys.com/apps/endpoint-detection-response/


Which VMDR TruRisk package is best for you?     

VMDR TruRisk (Vulnerability Management for a Small to Mid-Sized Business)

CAPABILITY DESCRIPTION VMDR  
TruRisk 

VMDR  
TruRisk FixIT

VMDR  
TruRisk ProtectIT

Vulnerability Assessment Comprehensive vulnerability assessment with support for over  
70k+ CVEs

Reporting Standard and custom vulnerability reporting

API Support Launch Scans, download reports, all through a single unified API

Asset Inventory Inventory all known & unknown assets across on-prem and cloud

Asset Classification Automatically classify assets based on OS, manufacturer, application  
and more. Dynamically tag and organize assets

Threat Intelligence Identify high-risk vulnerabilities based on best-in-class vulnerability  
intelligence, and pinpoint impacted assets

TruRisk Prioritization Prioritize vulnerabilities exploited in the wild by ransomware with  
TruRisk Prioritization

Scan External Assets Scan external/Internet-facing assets with a single consolidated solution

PCI ASV Assessment Scan assets PCI compliance

Configuration Assessment 
(CIS)/System Hardening

Scan assets for misconfiguration and system hardening based on  
CIS guidance

SSL Certificate 
Management

Monitor SSL certificates for expiry. Prevent business outage. 
Inventory certificates and renew expired certificates

Patch Detection and 
CVE Correlation Accurately identify patches to remediate vulnerabilities

Unified Dashboard Create customizable executive dashboards

VMDR TruRisk FixIT (add Patch Automation) 

Patch Operating Systems Patch Windows, Linux and Mac Operating systems

Automated Remediation Automate Patch Deployment. Deploy patches based on pre-defined 
criteria such as TruRisk Score or Real Time Thread Indicators

Custom Remediation Defined pre and post-deployment scripts before/after deploying patches

Patch Third-Party 
Applications Patch 100+ third-party applications

Cloud Based Patching 100% cloud patching from vendor's websites, CDNs: NO VPN required

VMDR TruRisk Protect IT  (add Endpoint Protection) 
Anti-Virus & Ransomware 
Protection

Block zero-days, ransomware, script-based, and phishing attacks using  
multi-layered behavior and ML-based malware detection techniques

Incident Response Incident visualization, root cause analysis and response and  
remediation workflows

Native VMDR Integration Identify critical unprotected assets, correlate detected threats to  
vulnerabilities, patches, and misconfiguration to prevent future attacks

Threat Hunting Hunt for zero-day threats and search for Indicators of Compromise  
(IOCs) to identify attack-related behavior
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Put VMDR TruRisk to the test. Try it for 14 days.  qualys.com/try/vmdr-trurisk

https://www.qualys.com/
https://www.qualys.com/try/vmdr-trurisk

